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Objective
Helsinki needs talents. How to attract them?
First we wanted to understand how life is in Helsinki in good and
bad from expat point of view. What are the main pull and push
factors in work and personal life. What is unique about Helsinki.
We also studied the needs and challenges the recruiting
companies face in order to find out
1. Relevant benefits of Helsinki
2. Uniqueness of Helsinki
3. How should we promote it?
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Method
The study was conducted by qualitative in depth interviews among expats
(13) from different countries with
• different background (occupation/branch, different life stage an households)
• different times spent in Helsinki/Finland.

Other interviews: recruiters and insightful professionals (7)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arja Martikainen, Senior HR Consultant, Barona
Emilia Kyllönen HR Specialist at Futurice
Jukka Ahonen, Head of Communication NIB
Joanna Södergård, HR Specialist, NIB
Inka Mero Chairwoman and Co-Founder, Pivot5
Ami Hasan, Chairman of the Board at hasan & partners Group
Kaj Pyyhtiä, Co-Founder, Chief Customer Experience Officer at MaaS.
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Agenda today
• Expat relationship to Helsinki
• Drivers to come
• Everyday life and work
• Perceived strengths and weaknesses
• Talent recruiting
• Needs & challenges
• Greetings to Helsinki City Marketing
• Uniqueness of Helsinki – possible sources of competitive edge
• Ideas
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@Jussi Hellsten/Visit Finland

RELATIONSHIP TO HELSINKI
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Why Helsinki in the
first place?
There are as many stories as interviewees.
However, almost all the stories have one thing in common.
There is a Finn involved in final decision making. Romantic
relationship with a Finn is naturally most powerful but other
encounters are important as well. People arouse interest,
people bring Helsinki in your shortlist.
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Decision to choose Helsinki
Decision

• Everyday issues & benefits such as English
school
• Mentality/people

Attractive elements

Helsinki in the shortlist

• Welfare system, society
• Nature, cleanness
• Safety

• Job/study opportunity
• People
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ATMOSPHERE

Other locations were also possible:
Copenhagen & Munich. We actually wanted
to come here because of the headquarters
but also we had a good feeling about the
Helsinki atmosphere: So much bubbling
under. Interesting people. Mentality.
Man, Germany/ Marketing

Why Helsinki?
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ENGLISH SCHOOL

We had two options, Amsterdam and
Helsinki. Helsinki seemed place to raise a a
child. Our daughter was turning 6. We
wanted an English speaking public school.
I don’t want my kids to go to private school
surrounded by kids who move all the time
and live in exclusive expat community.
Woman, USA/Marketing

Why Helsinki?
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REPUTATION

I ended up applying at the University of
Helsinki. The University had a very strong
reputation because of Linus Torvalds.
Nokia, Linux. My friends in Australia could
not believe that I studied at the same
University as Linus, in the same faculty.
Man, Australia/ IT-consulting

Why Helsinki?
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THE CITY

My girlfriend studied here and I visited
Helsinki couple of times. We broke up and
she moved to New York. I still wanted to
move here… in my first visit it looked
peaceful and clean. Beautiful. I fell in love.
Now I’ve lived here for 5 weeks. Got to
know the place better. Like it even more.
Man, Bulgaria/Start up entrepreneur and Professor lecturer/IT

Why Helsinki?
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SOMETHING UNIQUE

I had two options, Germany and Finland
(tuition free Universities). Germany is very
cool but going to Berlin is so cliché. Going to
Helsinki was something interesting and new.
Man, Azerbaijan /coordinator/Computer sciences

Why Helsinki?
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PUSH FACTORS

l wanted to get out of Iceland. No choosing
between countries but personal issues.
Iceland is so small.
Man, Island/ Musician

Why Helsinki?
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Helsinki
Overall Image
Strengths & weaknesses
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Spontaneously Helsinki is
described as calm, small capital
full of nature.
SMALL BIG CITY

CALM

• Cosy village like
• Walkable & safe
• Little variety in people,
food, activities

• Quiet and calm
• Less noise

FULL OF NATURE
• Nature in every corner
• Pure and clean
• Fresh air
17

Very practical, spends
weekends in summer
house.
Quiet discreet type. Cool.
Reserved man in his thirties.
Not initiative for a
conversation spontaneously.
Professional lifestyle. Likes to
hang out with friends.

RESERVED
SMART
FAMILY &
NATURE
ORIENTED
CREATIVE

Wears a shirt, a bit more correct.
Family person, likes to hang out
with family and friends. Likes
hiking, travels to Spain on
vacations
Quite weirdo in a good way. A
character.
Elegant. Classy. Quiet beauty.
Reserved. Not drama queen.
Not in your face. Not
extravaganza.
Male, introvert, very smart, tough
working. Creative.

HELSINKI AS A PERSON
Q: If Helsinki was a person, what kind of a person would it be.
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AMSTERDAM is relaxed

TALLINN is young
and brave

Loose.
Born sales people.
Really comfortable with rest of the
world.
Drug d up foreigner.

Young
Works at restaurant/service
sector. Smiling. Social.
More talkative. Braver, more
energetic than Helsinki

BERLIN is energetic and youthful
Berlin so mixed. It can be anyone. Londoner 15
years ago.
German business man. Marlene Dietrich.
Female. Quite young, younger, lots of ideas,
wants to express herself, no family yet,
expressive dressing, speaks different
languages. Travels a lot.
Rather extrovert. Not lot of money.
Many worlds. No core.
Youthful. Sporty style, jeans. Commercial.
Street style. More energy. Spends time in bars
and restaurants with friends.

COPENHAGEN is arrogant and stylish
Artificial.
Rude. I don t need you -attitude
Style driven. Image focused.
Snobbish. Confident
More unique. Bohemian. Hipster.
Danish business man. From Dressmann ad.

STOCKHOLM is a good looking woman
Finnish Swede wearing pearls. Fake rich. Trying to be
something.
Very rational, very confident, good looking, always the latest
trend, She. Very family focused, a bit more international than
Helsinki.
Fashion oriented, beautiful
Royal family. Daniel. Smiling. Smiley. White teeth. Tanned.
Lux outfit, working for Finance sector. Having life of a Sex
and the city star.

Q: If xxx was a person, what kind of a person would it be.
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Strengths & challenges
Good things/strengths

Challenges

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Functionality
Mentality
Working culture
Work life balance
Nature
Safety
Peace and calm

Mentality
Working culture
Lack of community
Lack of variety
Price level
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The
system/functionality
Everyone talks about the great “system”
meaning both the welfare society with
equality but also everyday functionality.
Everything just works. Education,
transportation, official issues. Everyday life is
very predictable and made quite easy for
you.
After awhile you take it for granted but
realize again when you lose it.
21

ACCESS FOR ALL
EVERYTHING JUST WORKS
Everything works. Internet, transportation,
health care system, heating, warm
water…even in Sweden the health care
system is much more complicated.
Woman, China
Public and private are as good. Good
example of the system.
Woman, India

You don’t have to be upper middle class to to have
good quality things. Even if you are average guy you
can have quality.
Man, Australia

PREDICTABILITY
Travelling doesn’t take so much time. And you
know for sure that you get there.
Man, Bulgaria

”THE SYSTEM”
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When I moved back to Australia for a
while I often found myself thinking: it
cannot be this hard. Internet was
slow and expensive,
apartment was cold etc.
You notice when you loose it
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Mentality
Is made of people and atmosphere.
People in Helsinki are described as honest,
kind & helpful. At the same time reserved
and serious, not very spontaneous. People
don’t let you in to their lives very easily. Once
your in, you stay there forever.
Atmosphere in general seems rather
dynamic at the moment. New cool buildings,
events emerge. Individuals make things
happen. Restaurants get better. City seems
more international day by day.
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HONESTY
There is certain roughness,
toughness in Helsinki. Mentality.
Purity, honesty. Also in working life.

PRIVACY
In my country, no one has privacy.
Here everyone have their own space
and I just love it.

Man, Germany

Woman, India

PEOPLE HELP EACH OTHER
If someone says I’ll help you, he is
not just saying. In work, if someone
says he takes care of it, you can
count on it.

LESS NOISY
Swedes are much more louder and
outgoing. More confidence. In Finland
people are quite cautious.

Man, France

Man, Bulgaria

MENTALITY/PEOPLE
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TAKES TIME AND EFFORT TO GET IN
QUIET FINNS
Nature of Finnish people is
quiet. Very kind and gentle but
not very social. Some of my
friends here are quite lonely.
Woman, Japan

Here people are not looking for friendships.
You have to be very very proactive to get
friends.
I think it is the same in all Nordic cities. In
Stockholm it is even harder. They are tired
of foreigners. Helsinki is more open to
foreigners as it’s not overcrowded yet.
Man Azerbaijan

MENTALITY: HARD TO GET CONTACT
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Nature
Nature increases the quality of life. At least if
you’re an outdoor person. But not everyone
is. How could Helsinki make most of nature
in talent attraction? Perhaps talking about the
benefits of nature in different ways
-

Exotic
Pure and clean
Fresh air – health and well being
Peace of mind
Lot of free activities
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The city is pure and clean. For
me it is a real benefit.

Nature is a clear strength. You can do
lot of things for free here.

Man, France

Woman, South-Africa

My German friends really
appreciate little things. They don't
have a place to go swimming in
sweet water. No place where you
can run on the grass with
barefoot. This is luxury.

I don’t get benefits from nature. I like
the scenery. I don’t think Helsinki can
collect talents with nature.
Woman, Japan

MEANING OF NATURE
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Safety
Especially people with family value safety of
Helsinki. Safety combined with the compact
size and great public transportation makes
the family life easy and carefree.

My kids can come and go by
themselves and I don’t worry at all. That
is so so unique.
Man, France
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Small big city
• Small size has it benefits. Compact,
walkable, controllable, predictable etc.
Small size also means less people, less
variety, smaller “circles”. It feels quite
impossible to melt into the crowd in
Helsinki.
• Small size is a true asset for families with
children. However for a true metropolitan
soul Helsinki might get too small.
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I want to be a small fish in the sea
of possibilities. This (Helsinki) is
quite of an opposite. To be honest,
we wouldn't’ be here without the
kids.

I have lived here 5 years. If I had
brought a family life would be
different. Now I’m a bit bored.
Woman Japan

Woman, US

To me this is perfect for now. I’m staying here for
next couple of years. I am a programmer. If I was
a blue collar I would be bored. Working
environment is friendly but boring. Too quiet
perhaps.
Man Azerbaijan

SMALL SIZE
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Work culture
• Relaxed feeling & informality, flexibility, low
hierarchy are praised elements of Finnish
work culture.
• In some branches general atmosphere is
good and dynamic: you feel that you have
unlimited opportunities and there is a true
community.
• Work-life balance is an asset for majority.
• However, not everyone find the work culture
totally positive. In fact, in business sector
people talk of lack of ambition and lack of
professional communities.
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FLEXIBILITY & TRUST
Working culture is really really good.
Country I come from has very rigid
working hours. You have to be there at 9
sharp. No flexibility as here. Here you can
come and go. Do remote work. People
trust you.

EFFICIENCY – WORK-LIFE
BALANCE
You are expected to do overtime in
Australia. In Finland work is more
effective. More is done with less time.
Work life balance much better.
Man, Australia

Woman, India

Work-life balance is great. More emphasis
on life.
Man, Azerbaijan

WORKING CULTURE POSITIVES
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PART OF THE MEANINGFUL COMMUNITY
Entrepreneur Community is small and
active. Not very competitive. You can get
easily in. So many free events. Startup
sauna, Think company etc.
Man Azerbaijan

Supportive atmosphere (in startup
scene). You can see that this is major
priority here in Helsinki.

Finland and Helsinki has fantastic music
scenery. In Helsinki there are four high
profile orchestras in the city. There is a
real community of classical music in
Helsinki. It is great to be part of something
which is so appreciated in the society. To
feel that I’m doing something important.
Man, Island

Man, Bulgaria

WORKING CULTURE POSITIVES
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TOO INDEPENDENT

LANGUAGE BARRIER

In Helsinki and in Finland it is very
natural to do things independently.
As a foreigner it takes time to
understand that.

Even if English might be official
language people prefer to change to
Finnish whenever possible. Of
course it makes you feel an outsider.

Woman, Japan

Woman China

I could not get any proper job unless
I learned some Finnish.
Woman India

WORK CULTURE CHALLENGES
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Our company language is so far Finnish.
Gradually it is changing to English as the
company grows fast. Culture is really
strong and people fear that
internationalization will change that.

WORK CULTURE
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LACK OF AMBITION
It is not very easy to be ambitious
here. If I work too long people would
ask me why. In my country working
late is more respected. Climbing
with hard work is not appreciated.
Don’t go too fast-mentality.
I want to keep up with global level.
I’m not sure if it’s possible here?

Many Finns in business are lazy- if
someone different (expat) comes along, it
changes the status quo.
Businesswise Helsinki is a bit of a country
club. In good and bad.
Woman, US

WORK CULTURE CHALLENGES
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NETWORKING IS CHALLENGING

When I was here as an exchange
student networking was much easier.
When I came as an expat. Actual
networking is weaker. I don’t know why.

Marketing community is quite closed.
Is it a language thing? I’ve tried to
get in. You sure get invited to
consultant events but not to the real
professional communities.
Man Germany

WORK CULTURE CHALLENGES
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There are no communities of marketing
professionals in Helsinki. At the moment we
would desperately need a forum for open
discussion and inspiration. I’m trying to set up
a Creative Club for marketing people which
would preferably have its own premises. We
could meet once a month or so.
Ami Hasan, hasan & partners
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Channels expats use to get info
• People mainly browse internet for getting information about Helsinki.
• Facebook and Instagram are the most important channels. Also
Google Maps is used as a tool to familiarize to Helsinki
I used the Google Maps street way. Shows
effectively the environment and atmosphere. I
do that always when I travel. I “drove” to
Otaniemi, browsed city center, Kamppi area.
I facebooked Aalto’s pages, student union
pages, all Helsinki related pages. I had a
list of at least 200 pages. MyHelsinki, I wish
I was in Helsinki. etc.
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At the moment the boogie is good.
Helsinki is on the radar. Finland 100 has
gotten publicity. Marketing gets better all
the time

Visit Helsinki and Visit Finland are
great. We use them regularly to
promote Finland and Helsinki for our
exchange students.

Woman US, been here since 2013

Woman, South-Africa, teacher

Expectations were high. Marketing was
done well.
Man, Azerbaijan

Comments about marketing
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Information about Helsinki is really missing in Asia. I think marketing is still
too Moomy & Santa Claus. Introduce Löyly and Allas, Architect companies,
service design companies, city planning, Aalto innovation. Tourist information
don’t want to give up the fantasy image. More communication in Design
magazines instead of business media.

Comments about marketing
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SUMMARY

Rational & emotional benefits
The top most
strengths of
Helsinki are
quite rational in
nature. Everything
works, everyday
things are good
quality and life is
controllable.

Emotional
relationship to
Helsinki consist
of small everyday
moments and
routines possible
only in Helsinki.

Most powerful
feelings are
safety and
freedom coming
from easiness of
everyday life.
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SUMMARY

Main things that keeps one here:
Everyday life is easy & safe
•
•
•
•
•

Work life balance
Safe and easy life in organized society
Career possibilities for you and your spouse.
Privacy, calm, piece of mind.
Sense of belonging: family/other strong community
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SUMMARY

Lack of community and small size
push away
•
•
•
•

Not everyone value the work culture
It is not easy to be ambitious in every branch
Work oriented people without family might get bored in Helsinki
Helsinki is not for people with a metropole soul.
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Adapting well to Helsinki
• Typically families with children/belong to a
other strong community
• Outdoor person/appreciates nature
• Personalities who like it here seem to share
some of the following characters
•
•
•
•

Open, confident without being arrogant
Respect for the local culture and nature
Persistent
Humble - I’ve been lucky is repeated in the expat
talk.
• Appreciate the small size of the city
• Learning Finnish make everything easier. It
usually is a sign that you try to fit in.

You can’t tell the
Finns that things are
terrible here. Find the
good things. Weather
complaints are ok.

Having a dog and kids
make it easier.
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Talent attraction – recruiter point of view
47

How do you attract
people to Helsinki at
the moment?
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Not massive resources for
talent marketing
• Active talent marketing is rather small. Marketing is mainly done
through own networks (Linkedin, Facebook, other word of mouth).
Specific recruiting events are still rare but an increasing channel.
• Talent recruiting is mainly outsourced.

Challenge is to find the right head hunters in different
countries who can promote Helsinki well enough.
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Main target groups of recruiting
• Junior level talents are easier to attract and bring to Helsinki. No family
members, looser ties, less expensive, more open minded. However,
recruiting senior talents is faster because of the Specialist work permit.
• There is a huge need for developers as well as user experience
designers.
• Developers are currently mainly searched from Russia, Baltics and
Eastern-Europe and India. Designers and business people come from
all over the world.
Could the perfect target group be “Talents
who might start a family in near future”
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If Russians return from America they
hardly go back to St Petersburg,
instead Helsinki seems interesting.
West European lifestyle, everyday
easiness and proximity of home.

”We will put effort more and more
on Russia in the future.”
Emilia Kyllönen, Futurice

“This (Helsinki) is a bit closer to
their culture than Sweden. Finland
could be number one western
choice for them”

Arja Martikainen, Barona

Inka Mero, Pivot 5

Target groups
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Relocation is mainly done
internally. Except for housing.
Relocation is done so far mainly internally. Help of relocation services
is mainly used in housing.
Companies try to encourage employees to socialize with the expats.
Family events and “buddy”-systems are organized.
Recruiters wish for tools and services to cope better with relocation
issues.
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Our expats search the apartments
themselves, we help with the official
papers. We would really appreciate if
someone helped us –clarified for
instance how the housing system
works in Helsinki. Every market is
different.

We have to use relocation
services. Especially in housing we
could not cope without.
Recruiter/NIB

We have family events. And buddy –
system for new comers. We believein
peer to peer activities.
Emilia Kyllönen, Futurice.
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At the end it is companies responsibility to
take care of the expats. If you let them alone
they will be homesick. You have to actively do
things to make them to become part of the
community. You have to push a little bit your
team.
Ami Hasan, hasan & partners

ATTITUDE EDUCATION
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Finding a home – competitive
edge of Helsinki?
• Finding a nice area and perfect apartment is crucial for the well
being of expat and at the same time it is most challenging and
most time consuming part of relocation.
• In Helsinki it is still possible and relatively easy to find a nice
place to live. In Stockholm situation is much worse.
In Helsinki you are able to find
apartments. And there are no real
slums. So we have much better
situation compared to for example
Stockholm.

None of the real estate agencies
have really profiled in offering value
added services for international
clients. There is a white spot in the
market.

Arja Martikainen , Barona

Emilia Kyllönen, Futurice
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Main challenges in recruiting to
Helsinki
Main challenges recruiters face in attracting people to Helsinki
Weak awareness of Helsinki in general.
Reason why to choose Helsinki is unclear without personal life link to Helsinki.
There are beliefs that Helsinki is not very international. It comes as a surprise
how international Helsinki is at the end.
Spouse issue. Not interesting jobs for both of us.
Often it is question about the spouse/family. Even if there is a great project or
position for you, the opportunities for spouse are not as positive.
Salary and taxation
It takes time and effort to explain what Finnish welfare means.
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Helsinki as an asset in recruiting
The main themes and arguments recruiters use about Helsinki.
• The system - Welfare system, equality, functioning society, work life
balance.
• Possibility for continuous learning and self developing.
• Family friendly city. Free, good quality education and day-care
• Small and safe city. Walkable, compact city with good services.
• Functioning Housing policy.
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Optimal role of Helsinki
City Marketing
Increase awareness
Provide support material
Create platforms
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How to best support talent
acquisition
1. Increase general awareness of Helsinki. Strengthen the image of
international Helsinki. Tell more about unique – only in Helsinki –
things.
2. Be active in public.
3. Provide easy accessible information about Helsinki. How the system
works in different key areas such as education, housing, insurances,
neighbourhoods etc.
4. Create platforms. IHH is a great step forward.
5. Create Helsinki Ambassador concepts.
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One has to talk louder about
Helsinki. The picture of Helsinki
doesn't have to be perfect. In fact
it is more interesting with
imperfections. Taste of real life is
crucial.
Arja Martikainen, Barona

Awareness
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It is excellent that Vapaavuori is so active. He
has pointed out concrete issues such as need
for international schools and language issues.
This public discussion shows that we truly want
people here. Without these initiatives
international marketing of Helsinki City would be
kind of empty.
Jukka Ahonen, NIB

Awareness
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We should talk more about the unique things.
For example about the 10 best public saunas in
Helsinki instead of 10 best restaurants of
Helsinki. There is only one public sauna in New
York.
Ami Hasan, hasan & partners

Uniqueness
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I really look forward the IHH and other
cooperation with Helsinki City Marketing.
Inform, participate me. If there was a web
pages where you could find all the relevant
information I could just tell our expats to go
there. It would help a lot if one founded
everything in one place
Emilia Kyllönen, Futurice

Smooth omboarding
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Let’s make omboarding one click
experience. When coming to Helsinki, you
don’t need to think about process at all.
Inka Mero, Pivot 5

Smooth onboarding
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What if we guaranteed work permit for the
spouses? We could also provide service
concepts like Spouse job hunting.
Inka Mero, Pivot 5

Angle for marketing?
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Competitive edge could be how you take
families into account. What kind of
opportunities you offer for the spouse and
family. What kind of quality of life you
promise.
Emilia Kyllönen, Futurice

Angle for marketing?
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Helsinki is a perfect “compromise city” for
multicultural couples. For example woman
from Russia and man from Spain. There is a
momentum for niche marketing campaign.
Arja Martikainen, Barona

Angle for marketing?
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I am a bit sceptic towards all projects and
programs. We should build regular activities in
order to boost awareness and support export
and attract talents.
I was in Singapore in September. It was very
good. But what are the next steps?
Kaj Pyyhtiä, MaaS

Cooperation.
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Competitive edge of
Helsinki
What makes Helsinki different from
the expat point of view
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How could we combine the key strengths
under unique core message being both
relevant and convincing but also make
one feel enthusiastic.
What could HEL OF AN IMPACT mean in
practise for talents?
70

draft 1

MODERN
PROGRESSIVE

Helsinki is in frontline in R&D,
technology, city development,
sustainability, quality of life,
work life balance, education...
Functional city, constantly on
move, compact enough to act,
not just talk.

PROMISE: BE PART OF THE PROGRESS
For WHOM? For what kind of
person?

I would like to live and work in the modern and future
oriented city where interesting things happen and you have
an opportunity to be part of it. You can see and feel the
progressive way of doing things in so many areas of life. I
value freedom, quality of life, ambitious atmosphere and
ability to get things done. I want to be part of the community
shaping the future.

How does Helsinki meet the
needs? Why should I believe.

People in Helsinki are famous of acting, not just talking.
Small size makes it easier to be agile. Functional system
makes it easy to focus on essential things. Culture of
helping a friend “talkoot” makes working more relaxed.

Modern new generation capital in
every level of life. Rankings
prove, success stories
convince.
“Zalando just opened tech hub here.
Nobody knows about it. There is a reason
why firms come here.”
City wants to be car-free - how progressive is that?
This is for example an opportunity to talk about out
loud. Helsinki plans to have it all mobile among the
first ones. In Germany you’ll play with plastic cards
for long.
Man Germany
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Modern &
progressive in so
many way

We have to talk about the good things we
have in work life. We are forerunners in
many things. Mainly in R&D and
innovations. Slush and start up scenery is a
good example of it. As well as the whole
working culture which is our asset. No 12
hour days.
Kaj Pyyhtiä, MaaS

Angle for marketing?
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I don’t really think Gateway Asia is an issue
for talents. However, if we get the tunnel to
Tallinn it would be a huge one. The twin city
cooperation would definitely be attracting
angle.
Kaij Pyyhtiä, MaaS

Angle for marketing?
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draft 2

ORIGINAL
CHOICE
Come to Helsinki if you’re up to it?

Helsinki is a place for people
looking for interesting and
unique place to live and work.
Helsinki is a choice of an
independently thinking,
original people who respect
freedom.

City for early adopters
Helsinki is not among the most popular target cities. Helsinki is not as widely
known as its neighbor capitals. Nobody in their right mind would come to
Helsinki in November, as Slush slogan said. What if Helsinki used this theme
more broadly when speaking to certain target group?
The curious, persistent and a bit nuts will survive the best. Why is that? There
are many explanations: Geographically and historically between the east and
west. The very northest of northern capitals. Lifestyle and habits as well as food
is unique. Nature is present everywhere. The mentality of people of Helsinki is
unique. Hard working, quiet but innovative and wild people who can laugh at
themselves.
After curiosity is awaken we reveal that this is actually also the best place to live.
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PROMISE: ORIGINAL LIFE
For WHOM? For what kind of
person?

I don’t want to go with the flow. I want something special.
I want to collect new experiences. I’m a “finder”.
Feelings: Freedom. Pleasure of finding things. Feeling of
uniqueness. Feeling of participating something unique.

How does Helsinki meet his/her
needs?

Mentality is original and creative. Direct and honest.
Loyal and helpful.
Weather: Tough. It needs character to survive.
Way of doing things: Individuals have power. People will
help. Talkoot-mentality is strong. Peculiar hobbies, habits
and routines (e.g. sauna culture)
Unique happenings. Slush, Tuska, Restaurant day.

New experiences, uniqueness
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draft 3
CITY WHERE YOU
CONTROL YOUR LIFE.

Helsinki is a human sized capital
where everything just works.
Everyday life is easy.
Environment is peaceful and
clean. This is the best place to
raise your kids. You can
concentrate on living just the kind
of life you prefer.

PROMISE: WORK LIFE BALANCE
For WHOM? For what kind of
person?

I want to live and work in the city where I can be in charge
of my life, my work and my future. I can choose how I
spend my precious time. No 24/7 working hours. More free
time with closed ones. By far the best place to live with
kids. People who value clean environment and fresh air,
freedom, safety, independence.

How does Helsinki meet the
needs?

Mentality: Work life balance. Privacy. You are in charge
of your time. You decide.
Safety: Your kids can come and go freely. No need to
pick them up or. Your kids will grow independent and
brave.
Way of doing things: System is working. No worries. You
are taken care of. Just focus on quality of life.

Quality of life
Family friendly

Helsinki offers the greatest future for your
children. Helsinki is by far the best place to
raise kids. In this we have to have a vision
where every school is an English school in
some period of time
Inka Mero, Pivot 5

Angle for marketing?
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Ideas
What could Helsinki City do to
support talent acquisition?
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Ideas
• Ambassador community
• News channel
• Online content for talents: Introduce smooth process pre –
during – after
• Information about the system – how things work here in
Helsinki
• Inspirational information of neighbourhoods
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Create an Ambassador community
platform. Helsinki Ambassadors in
Helsinki and all over the world.

Increase
awareness
and interest

1. Expats who live here are willing to participate
promoting Helsinki. Just create forums and ways to
do that.
2. Special ”Education program” for Exchange Students.
Coach them the perfect ambassadors of Helsinki
abroad. Activate Expatriate Finns as well.
3. Create inspirational & informative material about
Helsinki available for everyone wishing to promote
Helsinki.
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News channel- tell actively about
interesting brands – established Increase
awareness
and startups
and interest
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News channel
– current news

Increase
awareness
and interest

INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE
HELSINKI

ALIBABA CLOUD
AND ZALANDO
TECH HUB TO
HELSINKI
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Introduce a smooth process
#movetohelsinki
Offer information and guidance in clear form. Make the consideration
and preparing process as smooth as possible.

BEFORE

ARRIVAL

AFTER
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#movetohelsinki– introduce a
smooth process
Does
your
spouse
need a
job?
Yes

Do you
have a
job?
Basic infp
Yes

No, but
activities

No

Contacts

Studying

Hobbies

Volunteer
work

Part time
work

Not yet

A

B

C

Do you
have
children

School
information

Yes

No

Day care
information

Hobbies

Hopefully
in the near
future
Paternity
leave

Neuvola
process
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Create inspirational and easy
INFO–package on How the
system works in Helsinki
In every country/city there is a unique official and unofficial system of
doing things. Offer information and tips.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education.
Home & living.
Welfare system.
Learning language.
Insurances.
Transportation.
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Create inspirational & honest
information about the
neighbourhoods of Helsinki
Finding a nice area to live in is crucial for the wellbeing of an expat. However
it is quite hard to know beforehand which area is suitable just for you.
• Bring neighbourhoods into focus from everyday living point of view.
Helsinki is made of various neighbourhoods/suburbs/districts each having
their unique identity, strengths and weaknesses.
• What are the Helsinki neighbourhoods like? What kind of people live there.
Bring people and everyday life into focus.
• Facts about the area: schools, grocery stores, parks etc. Identity of each
area. Visual material of the neighbourhoods. In English.
• In order to be active and relevant it would need participation from
neighbourhoods.
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Neighbour capitals have stylish
pages for introducing different
districts.
Instead of just describing the
neighbourhoods bring relevant
information from everyday life point
of view.
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In short
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In short
1. The top most strengths of Helsinki are quite rational in nature. Emotional relationship
to Helsinki consist of small everyday things - moments and routines possible only in
Helsinki. Safety and functionality makes your life free and easy.
2. Main things that keeping one here are the easiness and balance of everyday life
safe & clean environment, calmness and sense of belonging. Pushing away factors
are small size of the city as well as lack of relevant community.
3. Companies find it easy to talk about the worklife in Helsinki, welfare system and
family friendliness of the city as well as nature and cleanness. Main challenges
concern low awareness of Helsinki and therefor persuading takes more time. The
image of Helsinki is quite less interesting and international than the reality. Another
challenge is the lack of interesting opportunities for talents spouses.
4. Alternative approaches combining the relevant strengths in unique way modern and
progressive, original choice and you are in charge
5. Companies wish support material and platforms from Helsinki City Marketing.
General information of the system, platforms for people, regular activities together
with companies. High expectations for International House Helsinki.

Kiitos!
Katja Lähde
Kilde
+358504618644
katja.kilde@gmail.com

